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Appendix 2A: Tree Location Maps: Melton East PSP 
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	1  Executive Summary
	Background
	Objectives
	Summary
	2 Method
	2.1 The project was managed by Bruce Callander, Senior Consultant Arborist with Tree Logic (Dip Hort. Cert 5 Arb. NMIT, TRAQ trained and qualified), Harry Webb (Masters / Botany, Grad. Cert - Arb) and James Cross (Degree – Environmental Science, Grad....
	2.2 The assessment was undertaken by three (3) Certificate 5 arborists over six days in early May 2022.
	2.3 Tree locations were recorded on mobile field computers equipped with in-built GPS and GIS software displaying aerial imagery, cadastral layers including property boundaries, lidar data from DELWP - Forest Urban and planning overlay extents.
	2.4 Observations were made of the assessed trees to determine the species, age category and condition with measurements taken to establish tree crown height (measured with a height meter), crown width (paced) and trunk dimensions (measured 1.4 metres ...
	2.5 Data fields collected for each tree record included:
	2.6 Assessment details of individual trees are listed in Appendix 1 and a copy of the tree location plan, 1 map per property, can be seen in Appendix 2.  Descriptors used in the assessment can be seen in Appendix 3.
	2.7 Photographs of the trees and the environs were taken for further reference when preparing the report.
	2.8 Each of the assessed trees was attributed an ‘Arboricultural Rating’. The arboricultural rating correlates the combination of tree condition factors (health and structure) with tree amenity value. Definitions of arboricultural ratings can be seen ...
	2.9 The assessed trees have been allocated tree protection zones (TPZ). The Australian Standard, AS 4970-2009, has been used as a guide in the allocation of TPZs for the assessed trees. This method provides a TPZ that addresses both the stability and ...
	2.10 A basic risk assessment was undertaken for those trees displaying elevated levels of risk using the ISA Tree Risk Assessment method.
	Documents reviewed;

	3 Observations
	Site description
	3.1 The tree study area comprised the Melton East precinct (PSP 1076) covers 1,005 hectares. It extends south and east of the Melton Highway, west and south of the Kororoit Creek, north of the Western Highway and east of Leakes Road.  Beattys Road and...
	3.2 Trees within the abutting road reserves were also required to be assessed.
	3.3 Within the precinct there were 78 individual land parcels and 8 road reserves, being a total of 86 parcels in which trees were inspected. The parcel numbering is derived from the Property Landowners Access Consent sheet - Updated provided by the V...
	3.4 The road reserves have been allocated a parcel number to identify where trees exist in the road easements for reference in the report, tree data and mapping. The road reserves are allocated the following parcel references.  Melton Highway (101), M...
	3.5 Refer to Figure 1 below for Study area and VPA allocated Property ID numbers for Melton East (PSP 1076).
	3.6 The study area is ostensibly flat with an imperceptible fall of approximately 1 in 100 metre from the northern boundary of Parcel 9 (143m alt) to the northern boundary of  Parcel 40 (101m alt.). The site is within the Victorian Volcanic Plain bior...
	3.7 There are several depressions that may become periodically inundated, namely within Parcels 51 (108m alt.) and 70 (99m alt.). These areas are classed as EVC 125.  In each of these depressions there was found to be a small remnant stand of River Re...
	3.8 The Kororoit Creek flanks the northern and eastern edge of the precinct falling from  111 metres alt. to 99 metres alt. over the approximate 4.6 kilometre length of the creekline within the site. The Kororoit Creek is within the EVC 68 Creekline G...
	Given that the Grassy Woodlands (EVC 132) comprises treeless vegetation mostly less than 1 m tall dominated by largely graminoid and herb life forms it becomes evident how elevation and proximity to areas of periodic inundation is directly linked to t...
	Tree population
	3.9 Seven hundred and eighty two (782) tree features were recorded within the Melton East tree study area comprising;
	3.10 The greatest concentration of trees were found in the parcels abutting the Kororoit Creek or within the road reserves of Melton Highway and Beattys Road.
	3.11 Approximately seventy seven (77) different species of trees were identified during the tree assessment occurring either individually or within tree groups.  The top 20 most frequently recorded species are listed below in Table 1.  Table 1: Count ...
	3.12 Tree Origin was assessed based on species in conjunction with observations of age and spatial arrangement to better ascertain if trees are naturally occurring indigenous specimens that may trigger tree permit and offset requirements under Native ...
	Table 2: Tree origin across the PSP areas.
	The greatest concentration of naturally occurring indigenous or remnant vegetation was observed and recorded along the Kororoit Creek flood plain or within depressions associated with Parcels 51 and 70.
	By contrast there were comparatively few naturally occurring indigenous trees found on the remainder of the sites where Grassy Woodlands is the more prevalent vegetation class comprising introduced pasture and cropping or grazing and horse agistment. ...
	3.13 Eleven (11) parcels were found to have no trees on them, being Parcels 11, 24, 58, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80 and 83.
	3.14 Tree health was assessed based on foliage colour, size and density as well as shoot initiation and elongation where possible. Refer to Table 3.
	Tree health is strongly influenced by tree age along with other influences associated with soil type, accumulated mulch, drainage conditions, site soil disturbance and compaction and general exposure to prevailing weather conditions. The condition of ...
	One of the more prominent observations of Poor health was associated with numerous windrows of exotic Leyland and Monterey Cypress that were being impacted by Cypress Canker (Seiridium species) which was spreading through and killing windrow and shelt...
	Table 3: Tree Health
	3.15 Tree structure was assessed for structural defects and deficiencies, likelihood of failures and risk to potential targets.
	Tree structure is strongly influenced by tree age which can reflect a longer history of wounding and failures in mature trees as opposed to younger trees. Other influences include a history of site disturbance associated with clearing and subsequent e...
	Many of the remnant indigenous trees on the flats displayed Fair to Good structure having been generally sheltered in the low lying areas from damaging wind exposure and set away from frequent site access. Despite this they appeared to have some histo...
	Refer to Table 4 for count of Tree Structure ratings.
	Table 4: Tree Structure.
	3.16 Age class and Useful Life Expectancy (ULE)
	The Age class of the assessed trees is dependant on known species characteristics and longevity in the urban setting and partially informs the assessment of the useful life expectancy.
	Assessment of useful life expectancy (ULE) provides an indication of health and appropriateness of trees in the urban landscape context, particularly in relation to street trees. It offers an estimate of how long a tree is likely to remain viable in t...
	A break up of the Age and ULE for the subject site can be seen below in Tables 5 and 6.
	Table 5: Age class
	Table 6: Useful Life Expectancy
	3.17 Arboricultural Rating
	All of the assessed tree features were attributed an arboricultural rating. This rating relates to the combination of tree condition factors, including health and structure (arboricultural merit). It should be noted that the arboricultural rating is d...

	4 Permit Requirements
	4.1 The study area is located within the Melton Council Planning Scheme and is within the Urban Growth Zone (UGZ). Overlays that apply to the study area include
	4.2 Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO). Under the ESO a permit is required to remove, destroy or lop any vegetation, including dead vegetation unless it is planted vegetation or specified in a schedule to the overlay.
	4.3 Native Vegetation - Clause 52.17. Under the Clause 52.17 a permit is required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation (naturally occurring vegetation native to Victoria), including dead native vegetation. This does not apply:
	4.4 Heritage Overlay (HO) and Heritage Overlay Schedules – HO54 (Bridge over Kororoit Creek, HO119 (House at 107-121 Water Reserve Road), HO135 (Former Fulham Park Building & tank), HO205 (Selection Wall).
	Refer to Figure 2 for the spatial extent of the overlays.
	Table 8: Tree features sorted by Permit triggers

	5 Tree Protection Zones
	5.1 The Tree Protection Zones (TPZs) provided for each tree in the Tree Assessment Table in Appendix 1 are calculated using the formula provided in the Australian Standard AS4970 where the Radial TPZ = Trunk diameter (DBH) measured at 1.4m above grade...
	The TPZ forms an area around a tree or group of trees that addresses both the stability and growing requirements of a tree in which excavation or fill, vehicle movements, installation of underground services and other construction activities must be e...
	Minor encroachment, up to 10% of the TPZ area, is generally permissible provided encroachment is compensated for by recruitment of an equal area contiguous with the TPZ.  Encroachment greater than 10% is considered major encroachment under AS4970 and ...
	5.2 The Structural Root Zone (SRZ) provided for each tree has been calculated using the method provided in AS4970. The SRZ is the area in which the larger woody roots required for tree stability are found close to the trunk and which then generally ta...
	See Appendix 4 for TPZ establishment and management guidelines.
	All TPZ measurements are provided in the tree assessment data in Appendix 1 and shown on Tree Location Maps at Appendix 2.
	5.3 The TPZs for all trees to be retained must be transferred and overlaid on all design plans. Where trees are to be retained in groups, the TPZ fencing can extend around the perimeter of all of the identified TPZs of the trees in the group rather th...
	5.4 The TPZ fencing must be in the form of either temporary fencing panels with concrete block feet and locked together or water filled barriers with locking pins installed. TPZ fencing must be sufficiently robust to withstand knocks and bumps from pl...
	5.5 Appropriate signage stating ‘Tree Protection Zone- No Access’ is to be fixed to the fencing to alert people as to importance of the tree protection zone.  Refer to Diagram 1 for fencing example.
	5.6 The following activities must be excluded from or controlled within the Tree Protection Zones (TPZ) unless otherwise approved by the Project Arborist.
	5.7 The tree protection zones for all trees to be retained within the site must be clearly shown on all design drawings and plans with appropriate notations so that all staff and contractors are aware of the responsibility to protect trees throughout ...
	5.8 Trenching for the installation of any and all underground services must be designed to avoid encroaching the TPZ of any retained trees including street trees.
	5.9 All TPZ and SRZ radius distances are provided in Appendix 1.  Refer to Appendix 3 for Tree Descriptors and Appendix 4 for TPZ establishment and management guidelines.

	6 Scarred trees
	6.1 During the assessment arboricultural staff were also looking for evidence of scarring on trees that might potentially have cultural heritage associations.
	6.2 Typically scarred trees would be associated with River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) due the characteristic of being extremely long lived with very durable timber.
	6.3 Within the assessed tree population, there was no evidence of wounds that resemble intentional scarring or removal of bark by first nation people in the past for various uses.  Individual trees within the tree groups were not assessed for presence...
	6.4 However, assessment of the River Red Gum trees within the Kororoit Creek floodway where the majority of remnant River Red Gum trees were observed was not included in the scope of works.
	6.5 Detailed investigations to identify potential scar trees within the remnant River Red Gum tree population in the Kororoit Creek flood zone should be completed by specialists in the disciplines of ecology and cultural heritage to identify possible ...

	7 Presence of weed infestation
	7.1 Presence of obvious weed infestations were noted either in relation to individual trees or tree groups. In general the level of weed infestation was relatively low and confined to only several parcels that had infestations of primarily Box Thorn a...
	7.2 Parcels 1, 22, 26, 29, 49, 71 and 101 had weed species or infestation recorded.
	7.3 Concerted efforts must be made to eradicate and control weed infestation in these areas and to encourage native trees and understorey vegetation to re-establish and self mulch the associated trees in these areas.

	8 Recommended works
	8.1 Arboricultural remedial works were recorded for thirty (30) of the tree features which were classified under 6 broad headings with more definitive description of works provided in a second column. The works were either recorded to reduce the poten...
	8.2 Each work recommendation was accompanied by a priority in which the works should be scheduled. Table 11 identifies recommended works sorted by priority.
	Table 11:  Recommended works sorted by priority
	8.3 Tree removals, where recommended, as well as any pruning must be undertaken by suitably experienced and trained staff and completed in a controlled manner so that no damage occurs to any adjacent trees that may be required to be retained and prote...
	8.4 All pruning works must be undertaken by suitably trained and experienced arborists complying with Australian Standard (4373-2007) - Pruning of Amenity trees. Climbing spurs must not be used to access trees for pruning purposes that are otherwise r...
	8.5 Crown reduction works include reducing or removing the upper canopy (habitat prune) to reduce the crown canopy sail area above an identified trunk hollow, cavity or other defect.

	9 Conclusion
	9.1 The tree study area comprised trees within or adjacent to the Melton East precinct.  The Melton East precinct (PSP1076) extends east from Melton, between the Western Highway and Melton Highway, south and west of Kororoit Creek and goes through to ...
	9.2 The study area comprises 78 individual land parcels and 8 road reserves, being a total of 86 parcels in which trees were inspected. The parcel numbering is derived from the Property Landowners Access Consent sheet - Updated provided by the VPA. Th...
	9.3 Seven hundred and eighty two (782) tree features were assessed in total of which  592 were individual trees and 190 were tree groups comprising approximately 6,300 trees or shrubs.
	9.4 Each tree feature was attributed an arboricultural rating that summarises the tree species, size and condition and suitability to retain. Refer to Table 7 at Section 3.17 for numbers of trees and groups attributed which arboricultural ratings.
	9.5 The arboricultural ratings for each tree are shown in the column titled ‘Arb rating’ in  Appendix 1 – Tree Assessment Data.
	9.6 All TPZ and SRZ radius distances are provided in Appendix 1 and displayed on the tree location maps in Appendix 2.
	9.7 Tree removal permit conditions apply to many of the trees under various planning controls and overlays including Schedules 2 and 5 of the Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO2 and ESO5) Clause 52.17 pertaining to Native Vegetation removal.
	A column, titled ‘Permit’, has been included in the Tree Assessment Data tables in Appendix 1 that indicates the type of permit that may be triggered if trees are proposed to be removed in various areas.
	9.8 Observations for evidence of Scar Trees was undertaken only on individually assessed trees and not on trees within tree groups. No scar trees were identified within the study area, though detailed assessment of the River Red Gum trees within the K...
	9.9 In general there was relatively little obvious weed infestation across the study area generally confined to Parcels 1, 22, 26, 29, 49, 71 and 101 where weed species or infestation recorded.
	9.10 Work recommendations and priorities were provided for 30 tree records that fall into 6 broad categories.
	9.11 Tree condition can change quickly in response to environmental conditions or altered landscape conditions. Retained trees should be re-inspected on a 3-5 year basis or following any locally damaging weather events and appropriate remedial works u...
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